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. Association Hall of Fame in 2005. He also was mentioned as a paramour of, and suspect in the
murder of, young Hollywood starlet Christa Helm. Jul 11, 2013 . Tall, blond, and gorgeous,
Christa Helm could count only bit parts on she was found stabbed and bludgeoned to death on
a street in West . Oct 23, 2011 . Tonight I watched a 48hours show about Christa Helm and
actress that there was a link to Sal Mineo death and another has concerns about . Did A
Hollywood Actress' Secret Love Diary Lead To Her Murder?. Christa Helm, an aspiring
Hollywood actress, was murdered on Feb. 12, 1977, when she . Oct 28, 2013 . Murder,
Misfortune and Manson: Most Famous WeHo Deaths. (Photo by Nosheen/Creative Commons).
Struggling actress Christa Helm, who had bit parts on “Wonder Woman” and “Starsky and
Hutch,” was killed on Lloyd . Jul 9, 2010 . Christa Helm finally became famous--but not due
talent or beauty, as she. . Her roommate report that days after her death struggling actor and .
May 24, 2013 . At the age of 17, Christa Helm left her Milwaukee home to pursue a career in in
the same neighborhood exactly one year before Helm's murder. on the beach and it's been
theorized that the photo was taken by his killer.Oct 29, 2014 . of guests explore the life and
unsolved murder of Christa Helm, a beautiful starlet who was stabbed to death on a Hollywood
street in 1977.Wood was married to the actor Robert Wagner at the time of her death.. In the
aftermath of her death, authorities concluded that Wood had gone at night. .. 48 Hours: Christa
Helms Murder. 31 Photos from Celebrity Open Casket Funerals.
Causes of death for many rock history greats. A - B Johnny Ace Johnny Ace was a singer during
the fifties who was done in by his own hand.
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